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Australia is both a continent and country which makes it unlike any other place in the world. It is positioned between
Southeast Asia and its water divides between Indian and the South Pacific Oceans. Australia is different in that it does
not have any connections to any other nation?s boundaries by land. As a result of Australia being so unique it is no
wonder that their largest resource would be tourism.
When it comes to someone wanting to take a vacation Australia adventure holidays are a great way to spend your time.
The world famous Opera House which is located in Sydney is famous not only for its venue of entertainment that it has
had appear but also for its shell shape roof. This iconic building is world known because of it?s oddly collage tile roof
that is visible anywhere you go in Sydney.
If looking at famous buildings or live performances is not what you enjoy then you should visit the Magnetic Island.
This famous island has been known for centuries to make ships compasses inoperable anytime they were nearby and to
this day no one knows why this happened. Also this island has barrier reefs where you can do water activities from
snorkeling to swimming while admiring the rock granite.
If rocks are what truly will make your Australia holidays great then you should visit Ayers Rock. This famous rock is
made of large sandstone which people believe changes colors when it rains and during periods of the day and night.
Ayers Rock is also surrounded by rock caves that you can enter for site seeing along with waterholes and springs for
those hot days when you want to cool off. Whatever attractions you are looking for while you are on vacation Australia
tours offers it with its unique sites.
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